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PHYSICS: RADIATION 

NAME _____________________________ SCHOOL __________________________  

DATE STARTED _____________________ DATE COMPLETED _________________  

PREREQUISITE: Knowledge of basic algebra as a minimum.  Some familiarity with 
basic geometry and trigonometry, and a general physics course, are recommended.  

HOW TO DO THIS COURSE: Do the steps one at a time, in order.  When you finish a 
step, put your initials and the date on the sign-off line on the right.  A split line means to 
get a pass (and an initial) from another student (or your Academic Supervisor if it says 
that).  Essays are turned in to the Academic Supervisor. 

PURPOSE: Learn the basic properties and principles of radiation including experiments 
with visible light and solar radiation. 

ESTIMATED TIME: 30 hours. 

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR THIS COURSE 
Data Sheet (DS) #8948 Materials List for Physics: Radiation (stapled separately) 
Study booklet, Physics: Radiation, with these data sheets (DS): 
 10 363 482 8941 827 8942 8943 
 828 829 8944 826 830 8945 (drills) 8946 (ans) 
Exams: 2410, 8949 (answers) 
Physics: Radiation Lab Supervisor Manual, with these data sheets: 
 8947 8948 
Other materials: See DS #8948 Materials List for Physics; Radiation.  Note: Throughout this course, 
where measurements are to be taken, it is recommended that Vernier probes or similar equipment capable 
of recording and displaying the measurement results be used. 

A. ENERGY AND RADIATION 

 1. READ: Data Sheet (DS) #10 Energy. _________ 

 2. DEMONSTRATE: Show 

a) work ___ 

b) energy ___  _________ 

 3. DEMONSTRATE: Look around and locate five examples of energy in 
action.  For each, state the type of energy and explain how it is or could 
be used to do work. _________ 

 4. READ: DS #363 Radiation. _________ 

 5. DEMONSTRATE: Show 

a) radiation ___ 
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b) frequency ___  

c) amplitude  ___ _________ 

 6. DEMONSTRATE: Show the three ways in which radiation interacts with 
matter. _________ 

 7. ESSAY: Consider some of the ways the parts of the electromagnetic 
spectrum are similar and ways they are different.  Give examples 
discussing five types of radiation. ____  ____ 

 8. DEMONSTRATE: Locate five examples of radiation in your environment.  
For each, find the source and receipt points of the radiation. _________ 

B. RADIATION AND MATTER—THEORY 

 1. READ: DS #482 Energy and Atoms, to heading “Energy in Atoms.” _________ 

 2. DEMONSTRATE: Show 

a) molecule ___ 

b) atom  ___ 

c) element ___ 

d) shell  ___ _________ 

 3. READ: DS #482 Energy and Atoms, section “Energy in Atoms” to the 
end of the data sheet. _________ 

 4. DEMONSTRATE: Show 

a) energy level ___ 

b) covalent bond ___ 

c) ionic bond ___ _________ 

 5. READ: DS #8941 Black Body Radiation. _________ 

 6. DEMONSTRATE: Show black body _________ 

 7. DEMONSTRATE: Show these aspects of the quantum nature of 
radiation: 

a) how the energy of a quantum depends on the frequency of the 
radiation. ___ 

b) what would have to happen to increase the flow of energy in a beam of 
EM radiation which was all of the same frequency. ___ _________ 
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 8. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Color and temperature, per step B.8 in DS 
#8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation (in the 
back of your study booklet). _________ 

 9. READ: DS #827 Atoms, Electrons and Energy Levels. _________ 

 10. DEMONSTRATE: Show the following in as much detail as you can: 

a) how electrons in atoms change energy levels. ___ 

b) what the relationship is between these energy changes and any 
characteristics of photons that you have learned about so far. ___ 

c) how it is that the particular frequencies of radiation which an atom will 
emit or absorb can show what element it is. ___ _________ 

 11. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Flame test, per step B.11 in DS #8945 
Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation.  Supervisor 
pass. ____  ____ 

 12. ESSAY: Research and discuss five applications of the data you have 
learned so far in this section (be sure to include finding out ways that the 
ability to identify chemicals by their radiation can be useful). ____  ____ 

 13. READ: DS #8942 Radiation: Frequency and Energy. _________ 

 14. DEMONSTRATE: Show what “amplitude” and “frequency” in the wave 
model really represent in terms of photons. _________ 

 15. DEMONSTRATE: E = hf _________ 

 16. DRILL: Compute the energy of photons, per step B.16 in DS #8945 
Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. _________ 

 17. READ: DS #8943 Radiation, Matter and Energy Exchanges to heading 
“Photons and Atoms.” _________ 

 18. DEMONSTRATE: Show in what sense it can be said that photons “exist” 
purely as a concept. _________  

 19. DEMONSTRATE: Show what actually happens when it appears that two 
objects bump into each other. _________ 

 20. READ: DS #8943, section “Photons and Atoms.” _________ 

 21. DEMONSTRATE: Show in what sense the energy exchanges we call 
convection or conduction ultimately involve radiation. _________  

 22. READ: DS #8943, section “Nuclear Sources of Radiation” to the end of 
the data sheet. _________ 
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 23. DEMONSTRATE: Show the relationship between nuclear reactions and 
the energy emitted as radiation, including the difference between fusion 
reactions (below iron) and fission reactions (above iron). _________ 

 24. DEMONSTRATE: Show the following aspects of nuclear radiation: 

a) virtual photons binding electrons to protons ___ 

b) alpha radiation ___ 

c) beta radiation ___ 

d) fast neutron emission and its role in uranium fission ___ _________ 

 25. ESSAY: Tell why (or why not) it is fair to say that in normal life radiation 
stemming from changes to electrons is the only kind that is really 
significant. ____  ____ 

C. RADIATION AND MATTER—APPLICATION 

 1. READ: DS #828 Refraction, to heading Index of Refraction. _________ 

 2. DEMONSTRATE: Put a straw or a pencil in a cup or glass of water and 
observe the refraction effect.  (Be sure to look at it through the top 
surface, not just through the side of the glass.) _________ 

 3. READ: DS #828, section “Index of Refraction.” _________ 

 4. DEMONSTRATE: Open the interactive Wolfram Demonstration file 
given in this link and use it to see how the angle of refraction depends on 
three variable factors (the angle of incidence, and the refraction indexes of 
the two materials).  (Download the CDF player if you don’t have it.)  
http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/ 
ReflectionAndRefractionOnAFlatSurfaceBetweenTwoDifferentMate/   
Drag the locator (circle with cross-lines) to vary the angle of incidence.  _________ 

 5. READ: DS #828, sections “Critical Angle” and “Practical Implications.” _________ 

 6. DEMONSTRATE: Repeat the demonstration above where you put a 
straw or a pencil in a glass of water and observed the refraction effect.  
From what you have learned, work out how the light travels to give this 
appearance.  Draw a sketch showing the apparent direction versus the 
actual direction from the viewer to the end of the straw.   _________ 

 7. DEMONSTRATE: Go back to the Wolfram link used in the previous 
demonstration.  If you select air for n2 and water or glass for n1, you can 
see the effect of the critical angle.  (You may also explore some of the 
other demonstration files available where this one is found.) _________ 
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 8. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Refraction, per step C.8 in DS #8945 
Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. _________ 

 9. DRILL: Be a mathematical spear-fisherman, per step C.9 in DS #8945 
Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. _________ 

 10. READ: DS #828 Refraction, section “Advanced Viewpoints.” _________ 

 11. DEMONSTRATE: Show how a convex lens works, according to the least 
time principle.  If you wish, get a real lens to use in your demonstration. _________ 

 12. READ: DS #829 Prisms and Spectra, to heading “Diffraction and Thin 
Films—Interference.” _________ 

 13. DEMONSTRATE: 

a) Open the interactive Wolfram Demonstration file given in this link and 
use it to show what a prism does. 

http://demonstrations.wolfram.com/DispersionOfLightThroughAPrism/ 

b) Use Wolfram Alpha to see the spectra of various elements, such as 
those you might use in a flame test (for example, type in “sodium 
spectrum” or “carbon spectrum”).  Use this link to start: 

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=sodium+spectrum. _________ 

 14. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Prisms and spectra, per step C.14 in DS 
#8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. ____  ____ 

 15. DRILL: Calculate exact index of refraction from wavelength, per step 
C.15 in DS #8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: 
Radiation. _________ 

 16. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Determine Cauchy’s A and B values for a 
material, per step C.16 in DS #8945 Practical Applications and Drills for 
Physics: Radiation. _________ 

 17. READ: DS #829 Prisms and Spectra, section “Diffraction and Thin 
Films—Interference,” to the end of the data sheet. _________ 

 18. DEMONSTRATE: Show how a thin film can cause a “rainbow effect” by 
causing different colors of light to interfere differently. _________ 

 19. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Diffraction, per step C.19 in DS #8945 
Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. _________ 

 20. READ: DS #8944 Polarization. _________ 
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 21. DEMONSTRATE: Get a pair of polarized sunglasses, and use them to 
demonstrate for yourself how they can reduce glare and change the 
appearance of the sky. _________ 

 22. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: An odd effect of polarization, per step 
C.22 in DS #8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: 
Radiation. ____  ____ 

 23. READ: DS #826 Insolation. _________ 

 24. DEMONSTRATE: Show 

a) 1 langley ___ 

b) 1 langley per minute ___ 

c) Compare 1 langley arriving at a surface in 1 minute and 1 langley 
arriving at the surface in 5 minutes. ___ _________ 

 25. DEMONSTRATE: Show how the amount of radiation energy received by 
a surface depends on its orientation. _________ 

 26. DRILL: Find the total energy received by a surface, per step C.26 in DS 
#8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. _________ 

 27. DRILL: Total solar energy arriving at Earth, per step C.27 in DS #8945 
Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. _________ 

 28. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Average daily solar energy where you are, 
per step C.28 in DS #8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: 
Radiation. _________ 

D. COLOR 

 1. READ: DS #830 Color Vision. _________ 

 2. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Research “warm colors” and “cool 
colors,” per step D.2 in DS #8945 Practical Applications and Drills for 
Physics: Radiation. _________ 

 3. DEMONSTRATE: Show the apparent contradiction between the common 
perception of “warm” and “cool” colors and the physical facts, and why it 
exists. _________ 

 4. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Mix colors of light, per step D.4 in DS 
#8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. ____  ____ 
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E. FINAL APPLICATION SECTION 

 1. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Research properties of solar panels, per 
step E.1 in DS #8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: 
Radiation.  Supervisor pass. ____  ____ 

 2. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Investigate the possibility of capturing 
useful amounts of solar energy in your area, per step E.2 in DS #8945 
Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation.  Supervisor 
pass. ____  ____ 

 3. PRACTICAL APPLICATION: Richard Feynman video.  As a final 
“treat,” and an application of sorts of the introduction to the quantum 
theory of radiation that this course has given you, view the first of this 
series of lectures on Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) delivered by 
physicist Richard Feynman, who received a Nobel prize for helping 
develop the theory he presents.  Before you start the video, read step E.3 
in DS #8945 Practical Applications and Drills for Physics: Radiation. 

http://vega.org.uk/video/subseries/8 Feynman lecture series, Richard 
Feynman Video—The Douglas Robb Memorial Lectures.  

When you are done, write a brief summary of the understanding of the 
nature of radiation that you got from this course, and turn this in to your 
supervisor.  Supervisor pass. ____  ____ 

I have completed the steps of this course.  I understand what I studied and can use it. 

Student _______________________________________  Date ___________________________  

The student has completed the steps of this course and knows and can apply what was studied.   

Academic Supervisor ____________________________  Date ___________________________  

The student has passed the exam for this course.  

Examiner _____________________________________  Date ___________________________  
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